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Pre-report of the Master’s thesis 

Édition/Edition (2019—2021)  
 

Étudiant(e)/Student : 
Prénom, Nom / First Name, Family Name :  Fariba Mirmohammad Sadeghi 
Titre du mémoire M2 / Title of the Master’s thesis : 

Participatory approaches and urban development: A case study of Amsterdam 
 
Mobilité / Mobility : 
Veuillez souligner les établissement !/Please, underline the insititutions ! 
Eötvös Loránd Tudományegyetem, Budapest (ELTE) 

 
École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales de Paris (EHESS) 

 
Università degli Studi di Catania (UNICT) 

 
Univerzita Karlova, Prague (CUNI) 

 
Université Laval, Québec (UL) 

 
Directeurs de recherche / Supervisors1 : 
Prénom, Nom / First Name, Family Name :   dr. Judit Klement 
Titre /Title :      associate professor 
Université/University :    ELTE 
 
Évaluation/Evaluation: 
Veuillez consulter le tableau de conversion ci-dessous !/ Please, consult the grade conversation chart below ! 
  
Note dans l’établissement / Grade at the institution: 
Note dans le 2eme établissement (ELTE)  / Grade at the 2nd institution (ELTE): 5 
(Note dans le 3eme établissement  / Evaluation – grade at the 3rd institution: ) 
Note TEMA+ / TEMA+ grade:       very good 
 
Pré-rapport / Pre-report : 
max. 4500 caractères espaces inclus/max. 4500 characters including spaces 
 

 
1  Le pré-rapport est écrit par le 2eme directeur (ou par le 2eme et 3eme directeurs)qui ne participe pas à la 
soutenance et inclut des questions à aborder lors de la soutenance./The pre-report is written by the 2nd supervisor 
(and in case the 3rd supervisor too),  who does not personally take part in the defense and it includes questions to be 
addressed to the student during the thesis defense. 
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The thesis of Fariba Mirmohammad Sadeghi is a well-structured and focused work. The thesis has 
a relevant question to which the student has chosen a well-founded case. Fariba drew up a clear and 
proper argumentation for choosing the Nieuw-West district of Amsterdam. She also properly 
indicated the methodological and scientific approaches which are relevant for the topic. Due to the 
pandemic situation, the research was limited to online sources, which of course also limited the 
results, but for known reasons, this is acceptable. The scientific and methodological background 
detailed in Chapter 2 is not only an obligatory part of the thesis but is also used in the analytical part 
in Chapter 4. And in Chapter 3, Amsterdam is detailed described for being a good context for 
Chapter 4. The language of the thesis is scientific, maybe a bit too formal with the frequent passive 
wording. The citations and references are correct, however in some cases more than enough. (E.g. 
Using the same book or paper throughout more following paragraphs needs only one reference. But 
I understand the scientific aim, and the references also improved compared with previous parts.) 
This is not an excellent thesis, there is much less from the analytical parts than from the descriptive 
parts, but I really appreciate the efforts and progress that Fariba has made since we started 
formulating the thesis question in Budapest and since Fariba took her first steps towards social 
science approaches. I also appreciate that the thesis has made significant progress compared with 
the previous version from July. Therefore, I evaluate the thesis with a very good mark. 
 
 
Questions : 
Please detail how you would have carried out your research if the circumstances had been more 
appropriate. Who you would have asked in what form and with what kind of questions.  
 
 
 
Budapest, 6 September 2021 

 
Date, Signature (digital) 
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